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Abstract—Load frequency control issue is being approached 
by many different techniques by many scholars. But there are 
many variables that must be considered even for a single area 
case. Depending upon the type of system and the configuration of 
equipment used the number of variables in the model changes, 
which changes the modeling parameters. As a result, the response 
of the system subject also changes. This makes the choice of 
control strategy complex. This paper focuses on the graphical 
aspect of this issue. The building of a user interface of load 
frequency control enables the user to verify values for different 
component as well as for different configurations of components 
in an easy manner. MATLAB provides a great environment to 
simulate as well as to build an interface. The advantage of using 
MATLAB GUIDE lies in its easy link-up with the SIMULINK 
model that has been created. This approach enables the user to 
analyze different values easily and at a faster rate. This paper 
deals with a normal single area thermal system and its graphical 
user interface linking with the model of the system using 
MATLAB.    

Keywords—Load frequency control; MATLAB; GUIDE; 
SIMULINK; Graphical User Interface 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
To characterize any system, it is a must to observe its 

voltage profile, load flow configurations, and its nominal 
frequency. Any system which violates one of these parameters 
is considered to be a faulty system. To keep a certain power 
system in controlled state is a very complex issue to deal with. 
As it is known that the load is never constant, hence to 
maintain the coherence in the generation and the demand is 
difficult. The generation always tries to manage the load which 
leads to imbalance which reflects in speed and frequency 
variations. The mismatch in real power leads to fluctuations in 
frequency whereas in case of reactive power the voltage 
magnitude gets affected. Hence, both these problems are 
considered as separate loops and dealt separately [1].  

Load Frequency Control only monitors and controls the 
active power of the system. Constant frequency is the desired 
characteristic of any given power system. The load frequency 
control otherwise known as ALFC is one of the automatic 
generation control loops. The other loop is automatic voltage 
regulator which is used to control the reactive power of the 
system. In load frequency control technique, changes in the 

rotor angle are sensed and the error signal generated is used to 
increment the torque of the prime mover. Then the required 
changes are brought in the generator output within the 
specified tolerance limits [2]. 

The first step towards understanding load frequency control 
is preparation and implementation of mathematical models of 
all the components of a given system. The system can be 
single area thermal, hydro etc. [3] or it can be a two-area 
system with both areas having similar configuration or it may 
be different [4]. The main problem with any system is the 
number of variables that has to be dealt with while analyzing 
the behavior of the system. This paper focuses on single area 
thermal system. It itself contains different configurations due 
to the components present in the system. 

Then, the graphical interface comes into the picture. There 
are various platforms where an interface can be built. But we 
chose GUIDE [5] provided by MATLAB. The reason behind 
this was that, even though there are certain platforms which 
are better than MATLAB as far as a GUI (Graphical User 
Interface) is concerned but it is quite difficult to link the model 
with it. As MATLAB contains tools for both simulation as 
well as for building an interface, it is quite simple to link them. 

The building of an interface helps in achieving an easier 
access to all the variables. And also, helps in analysis of a 
larger set of values in a less time. Howsoever complex the 
model be , the GUI helps in providing simplicity and acquiring 
faster results. The model configuration can also vary as desired 
with the help of this interface. 

This approach of analysis can also be extended to multi-
area problem. This will be helpful to deal with a large amount 
of data and a wide range of calculations involved in load 
frequency control. As the control technique differs depending 
upon the various controllers, the interface can be programmed 
in order to deal with the type of controller or might be used to 
compare the response of different control schemes within a 
same model. This can help in selection of the optimum control 
strategy which would help in attaining desired response of the 
system.  
 



II. SIMULATION OF THE SYSTEM 
The normal isolated system contains the components as 

shown in Fig:1. While considering a thermal system input to 
the system is steam.  

 
 

Fig 1: General Blocks in Isolated System [3] 

The main components of this system are as follows: 

 Steam Turbine [1][2][3] 

The steam turbine used for simulation is a single reheat 
tandem compound turbine [6]. The main function of the 
turbine is to convert the high pressure and high temperature 
steam to rotating energy which is then converted to electrical 
energy by with the help of generator. The turbine is further 
divided into high pressure, intermediate pressure and low 
pressure sections depending upon the pressure of the steam in 
a particular section. It also consists of a steam chest, re-heater 
and cross-over piping sections to deal with loss of steam 
pressure and temperature. 
 
 Speed Governor [1] [4] 

The speed governor is a fly-ball speed governor. When the 
electrical load increases, the electrical power exceeds the 
mechanical power input. This causes the reduction in the 
kinetic energy stored in the rotating system. Hence, the turbine 
speed and consequently the generator frequency fall causing 
the system to collapse. Thus, the governor helps in 
maintaining the desirable speed of the overall system. The 
main parts of the governor are: 

 Speed Governor. 
 Linkage Mechanism. 
 Hydraulic Amplifier. 
 Speed Changer. 

  
 

 Generator-Load [2] 

The generator-load model gives relationship between the 
mechanical and the electrical torque, or that between 
mechanical and electrical power. This is helpful when there is 
an instantaneous load change which changes the torque of the 
system. 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Simulink Model of Single Area System Without LFC 

 
Fig 3: Steam Turbine Sub-system 

As shown in Fig 3, the block diagram consists of different 
parts of steam turbine. Here the cross-over piping block is 
neglected its time constant is very less as compared to the 
other components.  The output of the governor is input to this 
block as shown in Fig 2. At every stage, some amount of 
power is generated which is then added to give the total 
mechanical output. 

 
Fig 4:  Speed Governor Sub-System 

The speed governor system consists of a speed relay block 
and a speed servo motor block. The rate limiter and the 
position limiter are used in order to ensure that the operation 



of the speed governor is within the tolerance limits. As the 
speed governor is a fly-ball type governor, it has a constant 
‘Kg’ as shown in first block of Fig 4. 

 

 
                   Fig 5: Simulink Model of Single Area System with LFC 

The figures Fig1 and Fig4 show the simulation models for 
both i.e. without load frequency control loop and with load 
frequency control loop. The simulation is carried out with the 
help of SIMULINK.  

The system consists of two subsystem as it can be seen. 
One is steam turbine subsystem and the other is speed 
governor subsystem.The controller used here is a PI controller 
[7][8]. The control strategy can be different depending upon 
the type of control needed. Here, the use of a PI controller [9] 
has provided the desired results. It gives a simpler control 
scheme. 

The results of simulation are shown in Fig 5 and Fig 6. 

 
Fig 5: Response of System without LFC 

As shown in Fig 5, when the system runs without the load 
frequency control, the frequency response of the system settles 

at a negative indicating that the system is unstable due to 
errors. 

 
Fig 6: Response of System with LFC 

After using the load frequency control loop, it can be seen in 
Fig 6, that deviation in load causes variation in speed (i.e. 
frequency) but due to the LFC mechanism the frequency 
response is settled at zero indicating zero errors. 

III. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE FOR SINGLE AREA 
SYSTEM 

MATLAB Guide [5] is a very unique, but a simple 
environment for building simple and powerful user interfaces 
which can be linked to either a model or a script in MATLAB. 
Hence one can execute different models and scripts at the 
same time using only one interface, or can link two or more 
interfaces in order to make it more appealing and productive. 

GUIDE, it stands for Graphical User Interface 
Development Environment [5]. It’s a user-friendly space 
where one can program each element in the interface or 
simply can “drag and drop” the elements from the menu. 
Elements include push button, drop down list, radio button etc. 
One can code the event after the click. Hence once can run a 
script or simulate a SIMULINK model or do both in only 
single click. Fig 7 to 9 show the development of the overall 
interface for the single area load frequency control. 

 
Fig 7: Graphical User Interface for Single Area System 



Fig 7 shows the basic layout of the interface. The interface 
offers both the options of simulating model shown in Fig 1 
and in Fig 4. As it can be seen that the number of variables 
used in the “Parameters” window is the same as that of the 
SIMULINK model. Hence for a wide range of values for the 
same system one can easily modify each block by simply 
changing the corresponding values in the interface. The 
modified values will be reflected in the model while 
simulating directly. One can also view the model from the 
“Block Diagrams” window, or can choose to view sub-
systems for some model related modifications. 

 
Fig 8: Graphical User Interface for Single Area System without LFC 

As shown in Fig 8 the output matches to that of simulated 
model because the same model is being simulated using a 
different approach. On selection “Without LFC” option in the 
“CHOICE” window, the value for the integral constant ‘K’ 
automatically becomes “NA”. Hence by using only one 
selection a different model is simulated giving the desired 
result at a faster rate. This is one type of interface. One can 
attempt a different design depending upon requirements and 
number of components. 

 
    Fig 9: Graphical User Interface for Single Area System with LFC 

Similarly, same methodology has followed for LFC of the 
system. Choosing proper values for all the constants and 

choice of a proper model provides the user with the desired 
output. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
This type of methodology of using a GUI for frequency 
control is unique and never been attempted for such type of 
situation. Though the development of interface and its linking 
to the model requires some time, this approach is much faster 
and simpler than the conventional way of simulating the 
model. Using this technique, the user is able to experiment and 
analyze wide range of data for all the parameters in less 
amount of time. The overall system can be extended for 
analysis of two area or multi area systems. And it is not 
necessary that the areas used are identical. One can model 
different areas (e.g. Hydro-Thermal etc.) and develop a 
common interface. The data which gives desired result can be 
exported easily to different file format (e.g. Excel) for further 
purposes. If the user desires, then he can compare two 
different models or control schemes for the same model in the 
same interface. Thus, providing an option for accurate, better 
performing and an efficient system. The use of MATLAB not 
only makes it easy to understand the interface but also keeps 
the possibility of optimization of the overall system intact. 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 
This methodology of using Graphical User Interface can be 
used for multiple systems .  And even if the configurations of 
the system tend to be different, one can perform analysis 
without any difficulty.  
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Abstract— Electricity is most needed facility for the 
human being in latest scenario. All the non-renewable energy 
resources are reducing now a days so we have to shift from 
non-renewable to renewable energy resources. In this the 
mixture of two energy resources, i.e. Solar energy and 
generator. We can give uninterrupted power by using hybrid 
energy  system. This gives the uninterrupted power. Solar 
panels are used for converting solar energy and generator is 
used for a holdup power. This electrical power can utilize for 
various uses. The cost of this system is reasonable. This paper 
is contracts with generating electricity by two combine energy 
resources and it generate electricity with a minimum charge.  

 

Keywords—- electricity, hybrid, solar, power,  

  generator   

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Electricity is most needed for our everyday lifespan. 
There are two ways of  electricity generation either by 
non-renewable  energy resources or by renewable energy 
resources. Now a days the demand of electricity is increases 
in the world so to fulfill demand  we have to produce 
electrical energy. [1] Now a day’s electrical energy is 
produced by the  non-renewable energy resources like coal, 
diesel, and nuclear etc. The expenditure of the non-renewable 
plants is very high in price and it also harms the environment. 
The nuclear renewable energy resources are reduce 
gradual ly. The new source should  be reliable, pollution free 
and inexpensive. [10]There are many renewable energy 
resources like geothermal, tidal, wind, solar etc. the tidal 
energy has disadvantages like it can only applied on sea 
shores. While geothermal energy wants very lager step to 
extract heat from earth. Solar and wind are easily  available 
in all situation. The Renewable energy resources like solar, 
wind can be good alternative source. Solar energy has 
disadvantage that it could not produce electrical energy in 

raining and gloomy season so we need to overcome this 
disadvantage we can use two energy resources so that any 
one of source fails other source will keep generating the 
electricity. And in good weather situation we can use both 
sources combine. [2] 

  

II. HYBRID ENERGY SCHEME 

Hybrid energy scheme is the mixture of two energy 
sources for giving power to the load. In other word it can 
defined as “Energy system which is fabricated or designed 
to extract power by using two energy sources is called as the 
hybrid energy system or  scheme.” Hybrid energy system 
has good consistency, efficiency, less emission, and  lesser 
cost. [3] 

 In this proposed system solar and generator  power 
is used for producing power. Solar has good advantages than 
other than any other renewable energy sources. Both the 
energy  sources have greater accessibility in all areas. It 
needs lesser cost. There is no necessity to find special 
location to install this system. [10] 

 

1. Solar Energy  

   Solar energy is that energy which is gets by the 
radiation of the sun. Solar energy is present the earth 
uninterruptedly and in abundant  manner. Solar energy is 
spontaneously  available. It doesn’t produce any gases that 
mean it is pollution free. It is reasonable in  cost. It has less 
maintenance cost. Only  problem with solar system it 
cannot produce  energy in bad weather situation. But it has 
greater efficiency than other energy sources. It only need 
primary investment. It has lengthy  life span and has lesser 
emission. [5] 
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       Fig.1 Block Diagram of Solar generator hybrid  

                               System 

III. MODELING OF THE SYSTEM 

 
1. Modeling of Solar-Photovoltaic Generator 

Using the solar radiation accessible, the hourly 

energy output of the PV generator can be calculated 
according to [4] 

 

EPV = G(t) * A * P * ηPV  
 

2.  Modeling of Diesel Generator 

Hourly energy created by diesel generator with rated 

power output is distinct by the following expression: 
[4] 

  

EDG(t) = PDG(t) * ηDG  
 

3. Modeling of converter: 

     In the proposed arrangement, a converter contains 

 both rectifier and inverter. PV energy generator 

 and battery subsystems are linked with DC  bus 

 while diesel generating unit subsystem is linked 

 with AC bus. The electric loads connected in this 

 scheme are AC loads. [4] 

              The rectifier is used to convert the surplus AC power 

 from the diesel electric generator to charge the 

 battery. The diesel electric generator will be 

 powering the load and at the same time charging the 

 battery. The rectifier model is given below: [4] 

        ERE-OUT(t) = ERE-IN(t) * ηRE 

 

ERE-IN(t) = ESUR-AC(t)   
 

 At any time t, 

 

 ESUR-AC(t) = EDG(t) – EL(t) 

 
 The inverter model for photovoltaic generator and 

 battery bank are given below: 

 

EPV-IN(t) = EPV-IN(t) * ηINV 

 EBAT--INV(t) =   

         EBAT(t-1) - EL(t) / ηINV * ηDISCHARGING  

 
 

4.  Modeling of Charge Controller: 

To stop overcharging of a battery, a charge controller 
is used to sense when the batteries are completely 

charged and to stop or decrease the amount of energy 

flowing from the energy source to the batteries. The 
model of the charge controller is presented below: [4] 

ECC-OUT(t) = ECC-IN(t) * ηCC 

ECC-IN(t) = ERE-OUT(t) + ESUR-DC(t)   
 

5.   Modeling of Battery Bank: 

The battery state of charge (SOC) is the cumulative 

sum of the daily charge/discharge transfers. The 

battery helps as an energy source entity when 

discharging and a load when charging. At any time, 

the state of battery is related to the preceding state of 

charge and to the energy manufacture and 

consumption situation of the system during the time 
from t - 1 to t. [4] 

During the charging process, when the whole output 

of all generators exceeds the load demand, the 

available battery bank capacity at time t, can be 
defined by  

EBAT(t) = EBAT(t-1) - ECC-OUT(t) * ηCH 
 
On the other hand, when the load demand is greater 

than the existing energy produced, the battery bank is 
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in discharging state. Therefore, the existing battery 
bank capacity at time t, can be expressed as 

EBAT(t) = EBAT(t-1) – Eneed(t) 
 

Let be the ratio of minimum allowable SOC voltage 

limit to the maximum SOC voltage across the battery 

terminals when it is completely charged. So, the 
depth of discharge (DOD) is [6] 

DOD = (1-d) * 100 
 

DOD is a quantity of how much energy has been 

withdrawn from a storing device, expressed as a 

percentage of full capacity. The extreme value of 

SOC is 1, and the minimum SOC is determined by 
maximum depth of discharge (DOD): [6] 

SOCmin = 1 – DOD / 100 

 

 

 

IV. BUDGET OF SYSTEM 

 
1. The Cost of a Component 

The cost of a component includes capital cost, 

replacement cost, annual O&M cost, emissions 

cost, and fuel cost (generator). Operation cost is 
calculated hourly on daily basis [7]  

2. Capital Cost 

The investment cost of a system component is 

equivalent to the total primary capital cost 

multiplied by the capital recovery factor. Capital 
cost is calculated using [7] 

CRC = CCAPITAL * CRF(i,Rproj) 

 

3. Replacement Cost 

The replacement cost of a system component is 

the value of all the replacement costs occurring 

during the lifetime of the project minus the 

salvage value at the end of the project lifetime. 
Replacement cost is calculated using [7] 

CRC = CRC * FRC * SFF(i,Rproj) 
 

    A factor arising because the component 

lifetime can be dissimilar from the project 
lifetime, is given by 

 

    FRC =          CRF(i,Rproj) / CRF(i,RRC), RRC > 0 

              0, RRC = 0           

      The replacement cost period, is given by 

         RRC =  RCOMP * INT( Rproj / Rcom ) 
 

The sinking fund factor which is a ratio used to 

calculate the future value of a series of 
equivalent cash flows, is given by [7] 

SFF(i,N) = i / (1+i)N - 1 
 

The salvaged value of the component at the end 

of the project lifetime is comparative to its 

remaining life. Therefore, the salvage value S is 
given by  

S = CRC * (Rrem / Rcomp) 
 

The remaining life of the component at the end 
of the project lifetime, is given by [7] 

Rrem = Rcomp – (Rproj – RRC) 
 

4. Operational Cost 

The operational cost is the value of all costs and 

revenues other than initial capital costs and is 
calculated using [8] 

Cocc = oc(t) 
 

5. Cost of Emissions 

The following equation is used to calculate the 
cost of emissions 

 Cemission = Cco2 Mco2 + Cco Mcov + CUHC MUHC + CSO2  

  MSO2 + CPM MPM + CNOx MNOx / 1000 
 

 Total cost of a component = economic cost + 

 environmental cost, where economic cost =  capital 

 cost + replacement cost + operational and 

 maintenance emissions cost. 

 Price of a Component Is Calculated Using 
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Cann-total = capital + RC,C + occ + emission ) 

 

 Total Cost of a Component Is Calculated Using                

  Cann-total,C = capital + RC,C + occ + emission ) 

                     

              The economic and ecological cost model through 

 total cost of dissimilar configurations of power 

 system results in the hybridizing of the renewable 

 energy generator (PV) with existing energy (diesel) is 

 given below. 

 Economic and environmental cost model of 

 consecutively solar + diesel generator + batteries 

 + converter is calculated a [8] 

 

    Cann-total-source+enerator+battery+converter = 

                     capital + RC,C + occ + emission ) 

                          + capital + RC,C + occ + emission) 

                          + capital + RC,C + occ + emission ) 

                         + capital + RC,C + occ + emission ) 

 

V. CASE STUDY OF SYSTEM 

 
 Consider Residential Load is  

 

 
                Fig.2 Residential load profile    

 

The system will be powered by 12 Vdc, 110 Wp PV 

module. [9] 

1.  Determine the power consumption demands :- 

        After calculation our total power consumption is  

                      3000 wh/day 

       so, the total PV panels energy needed is, 

               = 3000 * 1.3 (the energy lost in system) 

               = 3900 wh/day 

2.    Size of PV panel :- 

       Total Wp of PV panel capacity needed, 

               = 3900/3.4 

               = 1147.05 Wp  

         Here we assume 3.4 because to get the total watt 

    Peak rating needed for the PV panels needed to 

         Operate the appliances. 

     The number of PV panels needed is, 

                 = 1147.05/110 

                 = 10.427 modules 

     So, the actual requirement = 11 modules 
 

3.    Inverter Rating 

 

          Total watt of all appliances = 950 W 

         For safety the inverter should be considered   

          25-30 % bigger size.  

          The inverter size should be about 1000 W or     

greater. 

 

4. Solar Charge Controller Sizing :- 

             PV module specification  

              Pm = 110 Wp 

              Vm = 16.7 Vdc 

              Im   = 6.6 A 

              Voc = 20.7 V   

              Isc   = 7.5 A 

         So, solar charge controller rating is, 

               = (11 string * 7.5 A) * 1.3 
               = 107.25 

            Approximate 108 A. 

So, the solar charge controller should be rated 108 A 

at 12 V or greater. 

 

5.  Battery Sizing :- 

         The total appliances watt = 3000 wh/day 

         Nominal battery voltage = 12 V 

         Suppose days of autonomy = x days 

          So, battery capacity = 3000/0.85 * 0.6 *12 

                                         = 490.196x Ah  

        For, x=1 days = 490.196*1 = 490.196 Ah 

               x=2 days = 490.196*2 = 980.392 Ah 
               x=3 days = 490.196*3 = 1470.588 Ah 

               x=4 days = 490.196*4 = 1960.780 Ah 

               x=5 days = 490.196*5 = 2450.980 Ah 

                x=6 days = 490.196*6 = 2941.176 Ah 

 

         So, we use 5 battery in series. 

            Here 0.85 = battery loss 
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                     0.6 = depth of discharge  

                     12 = nominal voltage  
 

VI. NOMENCLATURE 

 

A :         area surface area in m2 

Ccapital,c :   capital cost of a component 

CRC,C     : replacement cost of a component 

Cocc            :operating cost of a component 

Ccapital,s    :capital cost of solar power 

CRC,s         :replacement cost of solar power 

Cocc,s       :operating cost of solar power 

Ccapital,g   :capital cost of diesel generator 

CRC,g        :replacement cost of diesel generator 
Cocc,g       :operating cost of diesel generator 

Caf,g         :operating cost of diesel generator 

Ccapital,b : capital cost of batteries power 

CRC,b       : replacement cost of batteries power 

Cocc,b       :operating cost of batteries power 

Ccapital,c  :capital cost of converter power 

CRC,C       :replacement cost of converter power 

Cocc,c        :operating cost of converter power 

CRC           :Initial capital cost of the component 

Cco2      :Cost for emissions of carbon dioxide 

Cco           :Cost for emissions of carbon monoxide 
CUHC       :Cost for emissions of unburned hydrocarbons 

CSO2        :Cost for emissions of sulfur oxide 

CPM          :Cost for emissions of particulate matter 

CNOx        :Cost for emissions of nitrogen oxide 

Cco(t)   :the cost of operating component 

EBAT(t-1) : Replacement cost of the component  

Eneed(t)    : the hourly load demand or energy needed at a    

    particular period of time 

CRF(i,Rproj) : Capital recovery factor 

EPV        :Energy generated by the PV array        

ERE-OUT(t) : hourly energy output from rectier 

ERE-IN(t)    :hourly energy input to rectier 
ESUR-AC(t) :amount of surplus energy from AC sources  

EDG(t)    :hourly energy generated by diesel generator 

EPV-IN(t) :hourly energy output from inverter 

EBAT--INV(t) : hourly energy output from inverter 

EL(t)    :Energy supplied to the load (kWh)  

ECC-OUT(t) : hourly energy output from charge controller, kWh  

ECC-IN(t) : hourly energy input to charge controller, kWh 

ESUR-DC(t) :amount of surplus energy from DC source (PV   

    panels), kWh  

EBAT(t) :energy stored in battery at hour , kWh 

EMG    :Energy generated by the motor generator (kWh) 

G(t)  :the hourly irradiance in kWh/m2 

i     :Interest rate 

INT():the integer function, returning the integer portion of a   

 real value 

Mco2  :emissions of CO2 

Mco :emissions of CO 

MUHC : emissions of unburned hydrocarbons 

MSO2  :emissions of SO2 

MPM  : emissions of particulate matter (PM) (kg/yr) 

MNOx : emissions of NOx 

N   : Number of years 

P    : the PV penetration level factor 

Rcomp :  Lifetime of the component 
Rproj   : Project lifetime 

SFF()  : Sinking fund factor 

ηPV   : efficiency of PV generator 

ηDG  : diesel generator efficiency 

ηINV  : efficiency of inverter 

ηCC   : battery discharging efficiency 
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Abstract- Optimum scheduling of hydro plants generation is of 

great importance to electric utilities. Hydro generation scheduling 

is a nonlinear programming problem. The nonlinearity is due to the 

generating characteristic of hydro plant, whose outputs are 

generally a non linear function of water discharge and net 

hydraulic head. Evolutionary algorithms are popular due to their 

low convergence time and high accuracy. In this paper the 

comparison of Particle swam optimization(PSO), Differential 

Evolution (DE) algorithm and Genetic Algorithm (GA) are use to 

show the optimal generation scheduling of hydro generation. The 

comparisons of these methods are shown for four generating plants 

of hydro here. 

Keywords- Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle swam optimization 

(PSO), Differential Evolution (DE) Algorithm, Hydro Generation 

Scheduling Problem on Daily basis(HGSPDB). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As a major source of energy, the proper utilization of hydro 
sources are an important task. For economic operation of a 
power system where the hydro plants constitute a significant 
portion of the installed capacity the efficient utilization of hydro 
resources plays important role. The optimum scheduling of 
hydrothermal plants is one of the important planning task in 
power system operation. The generation scheduling problem 
consists of deter-mining the optimal operation strategy for the 
next scheduling period, subjected to a variety of constraints. 
Determination of daily optimal hydroelectric generation 
scheduling is a crucial task in water resource management. By 
utilizing the limited water resource, the purpose of hydroelectric 
generation scheduling is to find out the magnitude of water 
releases from each reservoir and hydro plant so that the total 
benefit of hydro generated energy can be maximized, while the 
various physical and operational constraints are satisfied. 
Mathematically Hydro Generation scheduling problem on Daily 
basis(HGSPDB) is a dynamic, nonlinear and  non-convex 
optimization problem. Nonlinearity occurs due to the nonlinear 
function of water discharge and net hydraulic head. The main 
constraints include the cascaded nature of the hydraulic network, 
the time coupling effect of the hydro sub problem where the 
water inflow of an earlier time interval affects the discharge 
capability at a later  period of time, the varying hourly reservoir 
inflows, the physical limitations on the reservoir storage and 

turbine flow rate, the varying system load demand and the 
loading limits of  hydro plants.  

The hydro scheduling problem has been the subject of 
investigation for several decades and many methods have been 
applied to solve this problem. Some of these solution methods 
include decomposition techniques [1], dynamic programming 
[2], semi-definite programming [3] and concept of non-linear 
network flow [4]. In recent times, optimal hydro scheduling 
problems have been solved by different heuristic techniques 
such as simulated annealing technique [6], evolutionary 
programming technique [7] etc. 

In most real applications of Evolutionary Algorithm (EAs), 
computational complexity is a prohibiting factor. In fact, this 
computational complexity is due to fitness function evaluation. 
Fitness approximation is one of the solutions to overcome this 
difficulty. However, seemingly simple EA can solve often 
complex problems; therefore, there may be no direct link 
between algorithm complexity and problem complexity. 

Modern optimization techniques have aroused great interest 
among the scientific and technical community in a wide variety 
of fields recently, because of their ability to solve problems with 
a non-linear and non-convex dependence of design parameters. 
Several new optimization techniques have emerged in the past 
two decades that mimic biological evolution, or the way 
biological entities communicate in nature. Some of these 
algorithms have been used successfully in many 
electromagnetism and antenna problems with many constraints 
and non-linear processes. The most representative algorithms 
include Genetic Algorithms (GA) [8-9], particle swam 
optimization (PSO) and the method of Differential Evolution 
(DE) [10-11].  

Particle swarm optimization is a heuristic global optimization 
method and also an optimization algorithm, which is based on 
swarm intelligence. It comes from the research on the bird and 
fish flock movement behavior. The algorithm is widely used and 
rapidly developed for its easy implementation and few particles 
required to be tuned.  

Particle swarm optimization is a heuristic global optimization 
method put forward originally by Doctor Kennedy and Eberhart 
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in 1995(Kennedy J,Eberhart R,1995;Eberhart R,Kennedy 
J,1995) It is developed from swarm intelligence and is based on 
the research of bird and fish flock movement behavior. While 
searching for food, the birds are either scattered or go together 
before they locate the place where they can find the food. While 
the birds are searching for food from one place to another, there 
is always a bird that can smell the food very well, that is, the 
bird is perceptible of the place where the food can be found, 
having the better food resource information. Because they are 
transmitting the information, especially the good information at 
any time while searching the food from one place to another, 
conducted by the good information, the birds will eventually 
flock to the place where food can be found. As far as particle 
swam optimization algorithm is concerned, solution swam is 
compared to the bird swarm, the birds’ moving from one place 
to another is equal to the development of the solution swarm, 
good information is equal to the most optimist solution, and the 
food resource is equal to the most optimist solution during the 
whole course. The most optimist solution can be worked out in 
particle swarm optimization algorithm by the cooperation of 
each individual. The particle without quality and volume serves 
as each individual, and the simple behavioral pattern is regulated 
for each particle to show the complexity of the whole particle 
swarm. This algorithm can be used to work out the complex 
optimist problems. 

To date, Different GA, PSO and DE algorithms have been 
successfully applied to different problems of HGSP.PSO is a 
simple yet powerful algorithm that outperforms Genetic GA and 
DE on many numerical single objective optimization problems. 
This paper shows that PSO can achieve better results than 
GAsand DEs on HGSPDB. 

The test performed on a four cascaded hydro power plants 
with multi reservoir for each time interval of a day. Algorithms 
applied for each and every time intervals and result 
demonstrated. 

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

A. Notations 

For defining HGSPDB following notations are introduced  

( )iP t              Power generation of i
th

 plant for t time                                                                                                                                                                                                       

interval                                  

min

iP              Minimum power generation of i
th

 hydro  

                      power plant 
max

iP             Maximum power limit of i
th

 hydro plant ( )DP t                         

                     Power demand for t time interval 

( )LP t           Power loss for time interval t 

( )iQ t           Water discharge of i
th

 hydro plant for t  

                     time interval 
min

iQ            Minimum water discharge for i
th

 hydro  

                     plant 
max

iQ           Maximum water discharge for i
th

 hydro  

                     plant 

 ( )iV t                          Reservoir volume of i
th

 hydro plant for t     

                                    time interval 
min

iV                            Minimum reservoir volume at 

the end of time interval 
max

iV                            Maximum reservoir volume at 

the end of time interval t 
start

iV                           initial reservoir volume of i
th

 

hydro plant at the start of dispatching horizon    
finish

iV                          finial reservoir volume of i
th

 

hydro plant at the end of dispatching horizon 

H                                Water head  

,   ,   j j jx y z                Discharge coefficients 

N                                 Number of hydro plant 

 t                                   Time index 

T                                   Time duration 

CR                                Crossover rate                       

F                                  Mutation factor 

c                                  Distribution index of crossover 

m                                  Distribution index for mutation 

 

B. Objective functions and constraints 

In a large interconnected power system various sources of 

electric energy e.g., thermal, hydro, nuclear etc. are 

interconnected and attempt is made to optimize the operation of 

the system in terms of cost of generation to meet a certain load. 

The efficient scheduling of available energy resources for 

satisfying load demand has became an important task in modern 

power systems. The generation scheduling problem consists of 

determining the optimal operation strategy for the next 

scheduling period, subject to a variety of constraints. The 

objective function is to minimize the deviation between hourly 

load demand and hydro system total power generation 

throughout the whole day dispatching time horizon, while 

satisfying all kinds of physical and operational constraints. The 

equality and inequality constraints is shown in equation number 

(1) 

1

( ) ( ) ( )
N

i D L

i

P t P t P t


                                                      (1)                                                                                                                       

Considering 0LP    equation (1) becomes 

1

( ) ( )
N

i D

i

P t P t


  

The objective of the Hydro system generation scheduling 

problem is to minimize the summation of the deviation between 

the hourly load demand and hydro system total power generation 

throughout the whole day dispatching time horizon, while 

satisfying all kinds of physical and operational constraints. So 

the HGSP can be expressed as a constrained nonlinear 

optimization problem as follows: 
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2

1 1

min{ [ ( )]
T N

t

D i

t i

P P t
 

                                                       (2) 

The objective function of equation (2) is subjected to following 

constraints  

 Power Generation limit of hydro plant 
min max( )              1,2,... ;   1,2,..., ;i i iP P t P i N t T                                                                                       

                                                                                                 (3) 

 Water discharge limit of hydro plant 
min max( )              1,2,... ;   1,2,..., ;i i iQ Q t Q i N t T                                                                                    

                                                                                                (4) 

 Reservoir volume limit of hydro plant 
min max( )              1,2,... ;   1,2,..., ;i i iV V t V i N t T                                                                                     

                                                                                               (5) 

 Starting and terminating reservoir volume limit 
' ,               1,2,..., ;start T finsh

i i i iV V V V i N                                                                                                      

                                                                                              (6) 

 Hydro performance model equation for water discharge 
2 3

( ) ( )( )            /j j j N t j j N t jQ t x P y P Z m hour    ;                                                                                       

                                                                                              (7) 

C. Hydro power generation characteristics  

Any plants generation characteristics depends upon it’s input 

output curve. Turbine efficiency of hydro plant verses water 

flow shown in Fig 1.It shows that as the flow increases the 

efficiency of turbine increases. 

 

 
      Fig. 1 Characteristics of Turbine efficiency  and water flow 

 

 

If a flow path is a power station, the electrical power generated 

is computed as a function of the flow and upper and lower 

reservoir levels. The relation between the net head and the 

reservoir volume, ( )H g v  is determined by the shape of the 

reservoir[12]. Therefore the characteristic surface can also be 

stated in terms of water discharge and reservoir volume, 

( , )P f Q V  which could be non-convex. 

III. EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS(EAS) 

The term evolutionary algorithm (EA) is used to designate a 

collection of optimization techniques whose functioning is 

loosely based on metaphors of biological processes. This random 

initialization can be complemented with the inclusion of 

heuristic solutions in the initial population. The EA can thus 

benefit from the existence of other algorithms, using the 

solutions they provide. This is termed seeding, and it is known to 

be very beneficial in terms of convergence speed, and quality of 

the solutions achieved . Particle swam optimization(PSO), 

Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Differential Evolution (DE)[13] 

Algorithm’s are popular evolutionary algorithm.PSO is a simple 

yet powerful algorithm that outperforms Gas and DEs on many 

numerical single objective optimization problems. 

 

A. Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

By analogy with natural selection and evolution, in classical GA 

the set of parameters to be optimized (genes) defines an 

individual or potential solution X (chromosome) and a set of 

individuals makes up the population, which is evolved by means 

of the selection, crossover, and mutation genetic operators. The 

optimization process used by the GA follows the next steps. 

The step wise Genetic Algorithm for optimal scheduling of 

hydro generation is outlined below 

1. Initialize discharge coefficients , ,j j jx y z , 

convergence tolerance, maximum allowed iterations , 

length of the string , population size, c , m , F, CR

,lower and upper bound of power generation, water 

discharge , reservoir volume. 

2. Generating an array of random numbers. Generating the 

population randomly. 

3. Set generation counter, 0k   

4. Increment generating counter, 1k k   and set 

population counter 0j  . 

5. Increment population counter,  1j j  . 

6. Decoded the string using  

  decoded value of string
2 1i

U L

L i i

i i l

P P
P P


 


                                                                                   

                                                                                    (8)     

7. Using Gauss elimination method, find 

( 1,2,..., )j

iP i NG  

8. Find fitness function using  1( )
(1 ( ))

F x
f x




                                                                                     

                                                                                    (9)     

9.  If j L   then GOTO Step 5 and repeat   
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10. Find population with maximum fitness and average 

fitness of the population. 

11. Select parent for crossover using Roulette wheel 

selection[14] 

12. Perform single point crossover for selected parents. 

13. Perform the mutation. 

14. If    
maxk P then GOTO step 4 and repeat. 

15. Stop.          

 

B. Differential evolution (DE) Algorithm 

Differential Evolution is a Stochastic Direct Search and Global 

Optimization algorithm, and is an instance of an Evolutionary 

Algorithm from the field of Evolutionary Computation. 

Differential evolution was invented by Ken Price's attempts to 

solve the Chebychev Polynomial fitting problem in 1996 and in 

the same year differential evolution was outstanding at the First 

International Contest on Evolutionary Computation which was 

held in Nagoya. Differential evolution turned out to be the best 

evolution type of algorithm for solving the real valued test 

function. From 1996 to now, Differential evolution has obtained 

great develop and was applied wildly.  

The step wise Genetic Algorithm for HGSP is outlined below 

1. Initialize discharge coefficients , ,j j jx y z , 

convergence tolerance, maximum allowed iterations , 

length of the string , population size, c , m , F, CR

,lower and upper bound of power generation, water 

discharge , reservoir volume. 

2. Generate an array of ( NG L ) uniform random 

numbers. 

3. Set the population counter, 0i  , increment the 

population counter 1i i  . 

4. Set the generation counter, 0j  , increment the 

generation counter, 1j j  . 

5. Generate population 
j

iP . 

6. Mutation is done by 

, 1 1. 2. 3.( ), 1 2 3i G r G r G r GP P F P P r r r i                                                                                  

                                                                                  (10) 

7. Target and Trial vectors are set. 

8. Cross over using 

 . 1

, .

    if  rand    or ( )

. 1    otherwise
ji G

j i G

V CR j rnb i

ji G PU   

                                                                             

                                                                                 (11) 

9. Selection using  . 1 . 1 .

.

   if  ( ) ( )

. 1       otherwise
i G i G i G

i G

U f U f X

i G PP   

                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                 (12) 

10. If  . 1Target i Ggeneration P    GOTO step 6 and 

repeat 

11. Stop 

C. Particle Swam Optimization(PSO) 

PSO was formulated by Edward and Kennedy in 1995. The 

thought process behind the algorithm was inspired by the social 

behavior of animals, such as bird flocking or fish schooling. 

PSO is similar to the continuous GA in that it begins with a 

random population matrix. Unlike the GA, PSO has no evolution 

operators such as crossover and mutation. The rows in the matrix 

are called particles (same as the GA chromosome). They contain 

the variable values and are not binary encoded. Each particle 

moves about the cost surface with a velocity.  

Particle swarm optimization uses particles which represent 

potential solutions of the problem. Each particles fly in search 

space at a certain velocity which can be adjusted in light of 

proceeding flight experiences. The projected position of i
th

 

particle of the swarm xi, and the velocity of this particle vi at 

(t+1)
th

 iteration are defined as the following two equations in this 

study: 

1

1 1 2 2

     t t t t t t

iD iD iD iD i iDv K.( v c r ( p x ) c r ( g x ))
                                                                                                 (13)

 

1 1  t t t

iD iD iDx x v
                                                           (14) 

where, i = 1, ..., n and n is the size of the swarm, D is dimension 

of the problem space, c1 and c2 are positive constants, r1 and r2 

are random numbers which are uniformly distributed in [0, 1], t 

determines the iteration number, pi represents the best previous 

position (the position giving the best fitness value) of the ith 

particle, and g represents the best particle among all the particles 

in the swarm. The algorithm of PSO can be depicted as follows: 

1. Initialize a population of particles with random positions and 

velocities on D-dimensions in the problem space, 

2. Evaluate desired optimization fitness function in D variables 

for each particle, 

3. Compare particle's fitness evaluation with its best previous 

position. If current value is better, then set best previous position 

equal to the current value, and pi equals to the current  location 

xi in D-dimensional space, 

4. Identify the particle in the neighborhood with the best fitness 

so far, and assign its index to the variable g, 

5. Change velocity and position of the particle according to 

Equation (13) and (14).  

6. Loop to step 2 until a criterion is met or end of iterations.  

At the end of the iterations, the best position of the swarm will 

be the solution of the problem. It is not possible to get an 

optimum result of the problem always, but the obtained solution 

will be an optimal one. it cannot be able  to an optimum result of 

the problem, but certainly it will be an optimal one. 

IV. RESULTS 

GA ,DE and PSO algorithms for HGSPDB is define by taking 

following constraint values for plants shown in Fig 2 

Population size = 100, 

Number of generations = 300, 

Size of the mating pool = 100, 

Individual crossover probability = 1, 

Variable probability for crossover = 1, 

Distribution index for crossover = 15, 
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Variable uniform crossover probability c  = 0.5, 

Individual mutation probability = 1, 

Variable polynomial mutation probability = 1/n, 

Distribution index for mutation m  = 20. 

Mutation factor, 0.48F  . 

 

 

 
           Fig 2 Power Demand of plants for each time interval 

 
                Fig 3 Plant Discharge for each plant 

Fig 2 and Fig 3 shows as the demand increase the water 

discharge also increase. The plant of Fig 2 is optimize using 

DE,GA and PSO shown in Table 1. The plant water discharge 

shown in Table 2. The Result is taken after the same iteration 

applied for GA ,DE and PSO. 

 

 

                         Table 1 Results after Scheduling of each plant 

Time 
 

(hour) 

Genetic Algorithm(GA) Differential Evolution(DE) Algorithm Particle Swam Optimization(PSO) 

P1 

(MW) 

P2 

(MW) 

P3 

(MW) 

P4 

(MW) 

P1 

(MW) 

P2 

(MW) 

P3 

(MW) 

P4 

(MW) 

P1 

(MW) 

P2 

(MW) 

P3 

(MW) 

P4 

(MW) 

0-2 61.234 53.876 64.282 56.876 58.985 53.983 63.938 56.984 59.837 54.748 64.482 57.736 

2-4 66.567 56.764 70.093 63.367 64.657 56,873 70.938 63.363 64.736 57.564 70.938 64.847 

4-6 68.000 63.237 73.582 66.763 67.435 63.752 74.746 66.635 68.000 63.385 75.574 66.968 

6-8 73.342 67.764 81.187 71.007 70.987 67.736 81.928 71.000 71.354 68.746 81.981 71.198 

8-10 77.743 80.098 80.098 73.973 77.376 77.873 81.837 73.735 77.837 78.376 81.972 74.383 

10-12 80.076 74.478 85.598 77.675 80.964 73.837 85.598 77.746 81.283 73.372 86.847 78.847 

12-14 84.342 80.098 91.987 80.956 83.357 80.938 90.789 80.048 83.982 80.098 91.918 81.183 

14-16 90.975 84.753 93.397 84.497 90.024 84.331 94.487 83.365 91.911 84.473 94.473 84.494 

16-18 86.456 73.739 81.987 77.973 86.358 73.383 82.293 77.373 86.467 74.393 82.827 79.000 

18-20 72.832 76.378 75.987 70.837 72.694 76.454 75.543 70.938 73.392 78.000 75.594 71.989 

20-22 66.983 66.000 77.257 66.783 66.784 65.864 76.645 66.837 66.938 65.583 78.000 68.000 

22-24 60.065 62.973 65.875 68.876 63.973 63.093 64.938 68.123 61.193 62.927 66.874 69.847 
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Time(hour) GA(m
3
/hour) DE(m

3
/hour) PSO(m

3
/hour) 

0-2 122.7367 121.8475 121.7363 

2-4 129.4440 129.8474 129.0000 

4-6 137.7654 136.6964 135.8674 

6-8 144.4833 142.8475 142.2342 

8-10 165.4844 164.9584 163.9553 

10-12 171.1944 170.0383 168.8475 

12-14 175.4785 175.3328 173.5968 

14-16 178.9785 178.6854 177.7548 

16-18 167.7987 166.8575 165.5866 

18-20 165.6978 164.9483 163.5876 

20-22 163.9686 162.2844 162.1244 

22-24 153.9585 152.2847 151.5867 

Table 2 Average water discharge calculation of the plants for 

Each time interval 

With respect to the power demand shows in Fig 2, Table 1 

shows the generation scheduling of all the 4 plants using GA, 

DE and PSO.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper illustrated a model of hydro system for scheduling of 

hydro generation.GA ,DE and PSO are applied to solve the 

optimal scheduling. The comparison of water discharge for each 

time interval shown in Table 2 and it’s clear that the PSO have 

the lesser water discharge then GA and DE in a given time 

interval. 
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Abstract— This paper deals with the pulse generation technique  of PFC converter using C program. Generally this 

technique is used for switching in the half bridge boost converters which are used in PMBLDC motor drive. Half bridge 

boost converter is used for power factor correction (PFC) in the PMBLDC motor drive. The ON-OFF control of power 

switches (IGBT’s or MOSFET’s) of the half bridge converter can be done by this novel technique of pulse generation. 

Digital control for BLDC motor drives will help to reduce the cost and complexity of the motor control hardware; this, in 

turn, can boost the acceptance level of BLDC motors for commercial  mass production applications, successfully fulfill the 

promises of energy savings associated with adjustable speed drives. 

Keywords—Logic gate, Boost converter, PMBLDC Motor, PWM technique, Triangular wave, Square wave, PFC, C-

Program, PSIM. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

            In many aspects of our daily life, electric motors play an important role. PMBLDC motors find their 

uses for compressor of an air conditioning system due to its       features like high efficiency, wide speed 

range and low maintenance requirements. The operation of the compressor with the   speed control results in 

an improved efficiency of the system while maintaining the temperature in the air conditioned zone at the set 

reference consistently. At present, the air conditioning system mostly uses a single phase induction motor to 

drive the compressor. The single phase induction motor achieves maximum efficiency near rated   load only; 

therefore, it is operated at either full load (compressor „on‟) or not at all (compressor „off‟) to regulate the 

temperature of the air conditioned zone in a hysteresis band. The frequent „on/off‟ operation results in 

increased losses   and wear-tear of the motor, thereby poor efficiency and reduced life of the motor. 

Alternately, the temperature     is maintained constant at the set reference by using a PMBLDCM with the 

speed control to drive the compressor   of the air conditioner. It results in reduced electrical energy 

consumption and efficiently maintains the room temperature   at set reference while delivering desired 

cooling capacity [1]. To replace the function of commutator and brushes, the commutation of the BLDC 

motor drive is controlled electronically. This whole electronic control circuit involves    half bridge boost 

converter. Half bridge boost converter requires gate pulses to ON-OFF the switches. This pulse generation 

technique is having an additional to         conventional PWM schemes [2].  

            The power quality standards for low power equipment   require a sinusoidal current to be drawn from 

AC mains        by this equipment. Therefore a power factor correction (PFC) circuit is almost required at the 

utility interface of any equipment generating harmonics. The half bridge boost converter which is used for 

PFC is connected between DBR and VSI of PMBLDCM drive circuit. There   are many DC-DC converter 

topologies available amongst which half-bridge boost converter topology is selected for PFC due to its  

features of high-voltage conversion ratio, low input current ripple and low conduction loss of switches [2]. 

        
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Control scheme of Proposed Half-bridge PFC converter                   Fig. 2: PWM control of the boost converter.[1] 

 



   
 

   

II. HALF BRIDGE BOOST PFC CONVERTER BASED PMBLDCM DRIVE FOR AIR CONDITIONER [1] 

 

           The design values of the PFC half-bridge boost converter for a DC link voltage (Vdc) of 400 V, with 

Vin = 198 V for Vs =   220 V, the turns ratio (N2/N1)=1, fs = 40 kHz, ΔILi = 0.12A (3% of Iav), ΔVCd = 

4V (1% of Vdc), Iav = 4A are calculated as Li = 5 mH and Cd = 1600 μF. 

• The output voltage (Vdc) of the PFC half-bridge boost converter is given as,  

     Vdc= 0.5 Vin (N2/N1)/(1-D)                                      (1) 

• where N1, N2 are the number of turns in primary and secondary windings of the high frequency (HF) 

transformer, respectively and Vin is the average output DC voltage of a DBR connected to a single-

phase AC mains voltage (Vs) given as, 

         Vin = 2√2Vs/π                                                        (2) 

• The boost inductor (Li) provides necessary voltage boost for a given peak to peak current ripple 

(ΔILi) in the inductor for the given switching frequency (fs), given as 

        Li= DVin/{4fs(ΔILi) .                                                      (3) 

• For a constant output voltage of the half-bridge boost converter, a capacitor (Cd) is used to minimize 

the ripples introduced due to high switching frequency of the converter. Its value is calculated for a 

specified ripple in output voltage (ΔVCd) given as, 

       Cd=Iav/(2ωΔVCd)                                                     (4)             

• The design values of the PFC half-bridge boost converter for a DC link voltage (Vdc) of 400 V, with 

Vin = 198 V for Vs = 220 V, the turns ratio (N2/N1)=1, fs = 40 kHz, ΔILi = 0.12A (3% of Iav), 

ΔVCd = 4V (1% of Vdc), Iav = 4A are calculated as 

• Li = 5 mH and Cd = 1600 μF. 

 
The fig.3 below is the Simulation of PFC Half bridge boost converter used in air conditioning system where gate pulses for Half 

bridge is generated through C-programming using C-block in PSIM-9 

 

 
         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



   
 

  III  PFC MODELLING [1] 

 

              PFC Converter 

The PFC converter using average current control  is constituted by a DC link voltage controller, a reference 

input current generator and a PWM current controller as given below. 

 

1) DC LINK VOLTAGE CONTROLLER:  The DC link voltage controller is a PI controller which 

closely tracks the reference voltage and gives control signal (Ic) to minimize voltage error. At kth 

instant of time, the voltage error Ve(k) is calculated from reference DC link voltage V*dc(k) and 

sensed DC link voltage Vdc(k) as, 

               Ve(k)=V*dc(k)-Vdc(k)                                           (5) 

 

 The output of the controller Ic(k) at kth instant is given as, 

  Ic (k) = Ic (k-1) + Kpv{Ve(k) – Ve(k-1)} + KivVe(k)                (6)                 

 

where Kpv and Kiv are the proportional and integral gains of the voltage controller. 

 

1) REFERANCE INPUT CURRENT GENERTAOR: The reference input current of the half-bridge 

boost converter (i*dc) is given as, 

              i*dc = Ic (k) uVs                                                       (7) 

 

where uvs is the unit template of the voltage at input AC mains, calculated as, 

  uVs = vd/Vsm; vd = |vs|; vs = Vsm sin ωt                            (8) 

 

where ω is frequency in rad/sec at AC mains. 

 

1) PWM CURRENT CONTROLLER: The reference input current of the half-bridge boost converter (i* 

dc) is compared with the current (idc) sensed after the DBR which results in a current error Δidc=( i* 

dc - idc). This current error is amplified by gain kdc and compared with fixed frequency (fs) carrier 

waveforms md1(t) and md2(t) as shown in Fig. 4.3 to get the switching signals for the MOSFETs of 

the PFC half-bridge boost converter as, 

 

      If  kdc Δidc > md1 (t) then S1 = 1 else 0                           (9) 

  

     If  kdc Δidc > md2 (t) then S2 = 1 else 0                          (10) 

 

where S1, S2 are upper and lower switches of the half-bridge converter as shown in Fig.5.1 and the values 

„1‟ and „0‟ represent their „on‟ and „off‟ position. 

 

IV  PFC CONVERTER USING C-BLOCK. 

        

  In a half-bridge boost converter, the switches are operated alternatively with shorting of inductor in 

between through both switches for boost action. The duty ratio (D) and the value of boost inductor (Li) 

control its DC link voltage. A high switching frequency (fs) is used for fast control and reduced size of 

inductors and transformers; however, the switching frequency is limited by the factors such as  switching 

devices used, switching losses of the device, operating voltage and power level. Metal oxide field effect 

transistors (MOSFETs) are used as the switching device for high switching frequency in the proposed 

converter 

The Algorithm for C-programming and step by step procedure  in given below. 

 



   
 

START

Define referance output voltage (Vo ref);

samplling time(Ts), other variables

Sense output DC voltage (Vodc) of

converter.

Error (ev)= referance output voltage (Vo

ref)- sensed output voltage(Vodc)

Outer loop P I voltage controller.

Sense i/p voltage of converter (Vac)

Ref.  current generator(Iref)= o/p of P I

voltage controller *  i/p vol. of converter

(Vac)

Sense actual inductor (Li) current (I L)

Error (ei) = Ref. current (Iref) - Actual

inductor current (Il)

Inner loop PI current controller

Ref. signal generation for PWM

Comparision with carrier signal &

generation of PWM signal for converter

MOSFET

END
 

Fig. 4: Algorithm for pulse generation 

 



   
 

 V   ALGORITHM TO GENERATE GATE PULSES 

Step1:- Start 

 

Step2:-Two signals are selected. 1) Triangular Wave (1)              2) DC Signal (1)          

 

Step3:- Triangular wave (1) is connected to Proportional  (Gain) block. 

 

Step4:- One Summer block (+/-) is taken. 

 

Step5:- Triangular Wave (1) is connected to Summer block through proportional block at positive terminal.                          

 

Step6:- DC Signal (1) is connected to the negative terminal of  

the summer block directly. 

 

Step7:- Select the Comparator (1). 

 

Step8:- Output of the summer block is given to the non-inverting (positive) terminal of the Comparator (1). 

 

Step9:- DC Signal (2) is taken which is connected to the inverting terminal (Negative) of the comparator (1). 

 

Step10:- NAND gate (1) is selected. 

 

Step11:- One input terminal of the NAND gate is connected to the output of the comparator (1). 

 

Step12:- Now select Square Wave (1) which is connected to another input terminal of the NAND gate (1) 

through NOT gate.   

 

Step13:- Output signals of NAND gate (1) are the switching pulses which are given to the one MOSFET of 

the half bridge boost converter. 

 

Step14:- Now Select the Comparator (2) and Triangular Wave (2). 

 

Step15:- Triangular Wave (2) is connected to the non-inverting (positive) terminal of the Comparator (2). 

 

Step16:- DC Signal (2) is connected with the inverting terminal (Negative) of Comparator (2). 

 

Step17:- Now select NAND gate (2). 

 

Step18:- Output of the comparator (2) is connected with the one input terminal of the NAND gate (2). 

 

Step19:- Square Wave (2) is taken which is directly connected to the another input terminal of the NAND 

gate (2). 

 

Step20:- Output signals of the NAND gate (2) are switching pulses which connected with another MOSFET 

of the half bridge boost converter. 

 

Step21:- End. 

 

The Whole algorithm can be Understand by the  fig.4 

 However, insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) are used in VSI bridge feeding PMBLDCM, as it 

operates at lower frequency compared to PFC switches thereby the switching stresses are reduced. 

 
 

 

 

 



   
 

VI RESULTS 

 

Simulation Results of Generated gate pulses ,output Voltage ,input current and input Voltage for PFC 

converter using C Programming  in PSIM-9 are shown below. Satisfactory results of Power factor 

(0.996),THD and Crest factor  is obtained using above mentioned technique which are same as obtained 

through conventional PWM techniques. 

This concept of pulse generation is more controlled and suitable for PMBLDC drives and it is giving the 

same results as proposed in PFC Modelling. The following fig.3 shows the circuit diagram of the pulse 

generation circuit . 

 

 
 

 
 

 Fig. 5: PWM Pulses (g1& g2)                                       Fig.6: Output voltage (400V) (y axis-1 div. = 100V) 

 

 

 

 

 
          Fig.7: Input voltage(220V rms) & input current (1.49A rms) PF(0.996) 

 

 

VI   Conclusion 

 

This technique gives the satisfactory  results as that of conventional PWM techniques such as Power Factor, 

THD, Crest Factor. Further more , PWM generation through C-programming can be used with different 

family of microcontrollers for PMBLDC drive and commercially mass produced appliances like fans, 

blowers, washers, dryers vacuum cleaners, etc, Therefore, it is expected that the digital control for BLDC 



   
 

motor drives will help reduce the cost and complexity of the motor control hardware; this, in turn, can boost 

the acceptance level of BLDC motors for commercial  mass production applications, successfully fulfill the 

promises of energy savings associated with adjustable speed drives. 

    
 

 

Table 1: Simulation Results using C-programming 
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   Vinput 

 

Iinput 

 

Power Factor (P.F) 

 

0.996 

 

Total Harmonic 

Distortion(T.H.D) 

 

 

0.992% 

 

1.88% 

 

Crest Factor (C.F) 

 

1.44 
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Abstract— Weaving is the mostly used method of fabric 
production for the decoration, clothing and home furnishing 
textile sectors and paper industry. However, in textiles including 
cloth and produced on weaving machines Irregular of the weft 
insertion method used. For weaving very high cycle and 
acceleration rates is required for weaving machines. 
Furthermore, weaving machines has very large number of non 
linear motion sequences and timing. As per Mechatronic solution 
using the combination of servo drives for warp let-off and fabric 
take-up are used. More recently, non linear motion and weft 
insertion have also been implemented with electric drives in some 
instances.  

That type of let off motion in which the weaver’s beam 
is driven with the help of servo motor, as the beam diameter 
changes, RPM of the beam are controlled through load cell. 
Take-up is used to draw the fabric of cloth at regular rate 
(picks/inch). It is synchronized with let off motion. The speed of 
take up is less than let off motion due to crimp of warp. 

Keywords— ELO-ETU drive, SERVO MOTOR, programmable 
logic control and human machine interfacing 

I. INTRODUCTION  
Weaving is the most widely used method of fabric 

production for the decoration clothing and home furnishing. 
Due to non-linear motion sequence and critical starting time it 
makes the system less reliable. As the fashion changes day by 
day so it is one of the most important factors. This problem is 
solved using servo mechanism, load cell, weft sensor, servo 
drive (electronic let off and electronic take up) and 
programmable logic control which take action according to 
real time problems. This Programmable logic control is 
interfaced with HUMAN machine interfaced. 

II. CONTROL SYSTEM STRAGIES  
A rapier loom consists of servo motor, ELO 

(electronic let off), ETU (electronic take up), load cell, wrap 
sensor and weft sensor. In rapier loom there are total two 
servo motors are there, which are connected with ELO and 
ETU. Load cell continues measured tension on ELO. If 
tension is changes then comparator makes an error. According 

to the type of error programmable logic control takes an 
action. Electronic take up (ETU) rotate at a speed of pick per 
inch. Between ELO and ETU the air jet and stepper motor 
arrangement is kept. Typically or according to this design 
wrap sensor doesn’t give any error because load cell 
continuously monitor the whole system. Weft sensor sense 
when any thread in weft is loosen or not [1]. 
 

 
 

Fig.  1 Control mechanism 

III. CONNECTION SCHEME 
As shown in below figure there is a one step down 

transformer of 2KVA of step down transformer is used which 
steps down to 220v between two phase. Current rating of 
servo drive is 4.5A each of Dsl3e series. There are two SMPS 
are connected of 2.5A rating. Input 3phase 440v is directly 
given to induction motor. One single phase and neutral is 
given to the SMPS. One MCB is kept whose rating should 
not be more than 12A, so when servo drive and SMPS are 
operating at full load is doesn’t trip at the input three terminal 
of servo drive 4.2 A  of fuse is kept for protection purpose. 
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Fig.  2 Connection Scheme 

IV. HARDWARE TO BE USED 
SERVO MOTOR: - Servo motor contains servo 
mechanism. It consists of two types AC servo motor and DC 
servo motor. In DC motor armature consist of winding, 
commutator and commutator segment so due to this it has 
very large inertia. So it cannot stop at regular displacement. 
While AC servo motor are used because it has very low 
inertia. Its rotor is made up of drag cup shape. So there is no 
winding are wounded on the rotor. So it has very less inertia. 
So proper displacement can obtained using AC servo motor. 
Drag cup shape is made up of permanent magnet [2]. 

The torque produced by the current-carrying 
conductors in the magnetic field will cause rotation of the 
rotor until the torque angle is zero degrees and further motion 
would not be possible. In dc servo motor this condition is 
eliminated by using a commutator on the rotor. 

Torque = K B I sin  
The torque produced by the current-carrying 

conductors in the magnetic field will cause rotation of the 
rotor until the torque angle is zero degrees and further motion 
would not be possible. In dc servo motor this condition is 
eliminated by using a commutator on the rotor. 

Torque = K B I sin  
 

 

Fig.  3 DC servo motor [2] 

The commutator causes the current in each 
conductor. This is to be progressively reversed as the 
conductor connected to a commutator bar passes the brushes. 
The physical location of the brushes in a dc servo motor is 
such that the torque angle is 90 degrees with respect to current 
for both directions of rotation.  
 

Torque = K B I 

 
Fig.  4 servo motor torque production [2] 

 
LOAD CELL: - It is a one type of mental conductor which is 
stressed or compressed. Its resistance changes and according 
to its length the diameter of conductor is change. So due to 
this the value of resistivity of the conductor change when it is 
strained and such a property is known as piezoresistive effect. 
Therefore the resistance strain gauge is also known as 
piezoresistive gauge. The strain gauge is used for 
measurement of strain and associated stress in experimental 
stress analysis. Secondary many others detectors and 
transducer notably the load cell, diaphragm, torque metered. 
Output of the strain gauge transducer is given to the 
Wheatstone bridge where four resistances are there. As it is 
strain gauge transducer so when the tension is change the 
length and diameter is changes. So due to this all the 
resistance are equal at that time. Output of the Wheatstone 
bridge is same. When the resistances are not same, it gives 
some amount of output voltage [3]. 

A. Requirement specification of LOAD CELL 
For continuous monitoring purpose we used S type 

transducer, because it is small in size. So it is easily fitted in 
the system. Its rating is according to requirement. 
 

TABLE  I Selection of Load Cell 
Sr. no. Requirement Rating 
1 weight 0- 200 kg 
2 Output voltage 0-1.98 mv/V 
3 Current rating 4 – 20  mA 

 
ELO/ETU DRIVE: ELO/ETU drive is a one type of 
terminology. ELO released required amount of wrap. ETU is 
used to make targeted thread density and to roll the cloth in 
rapier loom. This ELO/ETU drive is connected with their own 
servo motor. ELO is known as electronic let off and ETU is 
known as electronic take up [1]. 
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This drive is not only used for controlling purpose 
but it can be used for future purpose. To control this drive 
servo motor are used. PLC is connected with Load cell and 
wrap sensors. When load cell and wrap sense gives the signal 
to PLC  at that time according to error electronic let off take 
the action. [4], [5]. 

V. PLC AND HMI INTERFACING 
Combination of PLC and HMI interfacing gives 

continuous monitoring, supervising and controlling to the 
whole process of plant. 
 

 
Fig.  5 Interfacing of SERVO MOTOR with HMI and PLC 

 
As shown in the above figure HMI receive and send 

the data to PLC. So according to the requirement PLC send 
the data to servo amplifier and it control the servo motor. The 
output is measured through tachometer. Hence it is a closed 
loop control mechanism it gives feedback to servo amplifier 
and PLC [6]. 

A. Requirement specification of PLC  
Most probably ladder logic is used.  PLC contains 

various types feature like timer, counter, arithmetic and some 
special function. PLC supports communication using RS232 
and Ethernet protocol. 

 
TABLE  II Selection Of PLC 

Sr no Requirement Rating 
1 Input terminal NPN,PNP 
2 Output terminal NPN 
3 Input voltage 24V DC 
4 Output voltage 24V DC 

B. Requirement of servo drive and servo motor 
Servo amplifier is also known as servo drive. Servo 

drive consists of position sensor, speed and displacement. 
Encoder continues sense the rotor position and gives the error. 
It continuous sense the error till the error become zero. At zero 
error it position is equal to required position or targeted 
position.   

 

TABLE  III Selection criteria for AC servo motor 
Sr no Requirement Rating 
1 Voltage range 3phase 100-200VAC 
2 Frequency range 50,60 Hz ± 5 % 
3 Encoder  2000 ppr 
4 Output rating P phase, 0-440V, 5A 
5 Modes Auto/manual 
6 Power rating 400W for ELO,  

750W for ETU 
 

 
Fig.  6 Interfacing with single phase servo motor using PLC and computer 

 
In figure 5 determine simple interfacing of computer 

with plc. According to criteria or requirement logic is build in 
computer that programming is most probably done in ladder 
logic. It is transferred to plc through RS 232 and then PLC 
execute that instruction and give to servo drive. Like this the 
whole interfacing work [6]. 

VI. SOFTWARE ALGORITHM 
As shown in flow chart, when push button is pressed, 

software starts executing. First ELO is started. At rotor 
transducer is kept which continues monitor the tension of 
ELO. Whenever tension is changes, transducer gives an error. 
There are two types of error positive error and negative error. 
This output is directly given to PLC. According to type of 
error it takes the action. If there is no error than start air jet and 
stepper motor and give them continues latch. When continues 
latch is given, it is necessary that they have to stop when error 
is occur. When no error is there so its output is given to 
sensor. There are wrap and weft sensor are there. If error is 
there so program should stop executing and if error is not there 
so its output is given to ETU. One most important condition is 
that ETU rotate in pick per inch [1]. 
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Fig.  7 software algorithm 

Conclusion 
The control system of rapier machine based on PLC not only 
implements all kinds of function such as electronic let-off, 
electronic take-up, but also provide varied weft density and 
varying warp length which are hard to be implemented in the 
system. However, we have reduced wrap and weft breakages. 
So due to this weft wastage is reduced even in rapier loom as 
we compared it with air jets system.  
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